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DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
C06FEBENCE PRESENTATIONS
Bradley, G H
Enerqy modelling with network optimization




Plenary Speaker, nt. Sym3. 3n Extremal Methods and
Systems Analysis, Sept., 97
Bradley, G H; Brown, G G
Network optimization and defense modeling
Center for Nay. Analyses, Arlington, Va., Aug., 1976.
Bradley. G H; Brown, G G
Appl ication of network models to corporate planninq
Texas Instruments Company, Dallas, Tex., Oct., 1976.
Bradley, G H; Brown G G
Extensions of network optinizaticn algorithas
SIGNAP Session, ACM Nat. Mtg., Houston, Tex., Oct.,
1976.
Bradley G H; Brown G G
Modelling applied to ilitary force readiness
Military per. Res. Soc. [tg., Ft. Eustis, Va., Dec.,
1976.
Bradley, G H- Brown, G G
Larqe scale network optismiatign
tanford Oper. Res. Colloquium, Stanforl, Calif.,Jan., 19717.
Bradley, G H; Brown, G G
Advances in large scale optimization
Stanford, Calif., Apr., 1977.
Bradley, G H- Brown, G G.Graves G
Desiqn an& imple entation of large scale primal
tzansshipment algorithms g
9th Into. athema tgal Programming Symp., Budapest,
Hunqary, Aug., 1;7b
Brown, G G
Perspectives on optimization and military systemsann al lsi
4nd Symp. of the Military Oper. Res. Soc., Newport,





DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
CCIZEEENCE PRESENTATIONS (cont'd)
Brown, G G; .radley G H; Graves, G W
Fleet ve.icle scA dulln%: I ractica. application of
the quadratic assignmen moel_
Joint Nat. *lq./Oper. Res. Soc. Am. and Inst. for
Manaqe. Sdi., Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 13, 1978.
Brown G G; Bradley, G R; Graves G W; Haefele, R
Optimal, real-time dispatch oi petroleum tank trucks
24th lat. Ntg. the lnst . of Manage. Sci., Honolulu,
HI, June 18, 1479.
Brown, G G; Bradley, G H; Graves Q 9; Haefele, R
Opt~mai, real-time dispatch oipetroleum tnk trucks
4 IJn t. stg 1 7 te lnst. of Manage. Sci., Honolulu,i HI, June 18, §9~.
Brown, G G; Geoffrion, A M; Bradley, G H; ;chmidt, R
Production planning at a building materials company
Joint Nat. Mtg./Oper. Res. Soc. Am. and lnst. for
Manage. Sci., Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 13, 1978.
Brown, G G; GeoffriQn, A M; Bradley, G H; $chsidt, R
Product1on plannng at a building materials company
Joint Nat. Mtg./Oper. Res. Soc. am. and Inst. for
danaqe. Sci., Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 13, 1978.
Brown, G G; Graves, G W
Open questions in basis representation and manipulation
Joint Nat.*Mtq./Oper. Res. Soc. kA. and lnst. for
Manaqe. Scti., Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 13, 1978.
Brown, G G; Graves, G.Woputatioal isplications of degeneracy in large scale.
optimization
14th Int. Syap. on Sathematical Programming,
Montreal, Canada, Sept., 199.
Brown, G G; Graves, G V
Comp u ational tools for solving large mixed integer
optla,,zation problems
Joint Nat. Btg./Oper. Res. Soc. Am. and Inst. for
Manaqe. Se., 1ew Orleans, La., Apr. 30, 1979.
Brown, G G; Graves, G W; Oradley, G a
Desiqn and itplementation of a new large scale
o optii.zation system
14th Int. Sysp. on Mathematical Programming,





DEPA2MHENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
CCHPEENCE PRESENTATIONS (cont'd)
Bro vn, G G; Graves, G W; Bradley, G H
Design and implementation of a new large scale
optimization system
14th lat. Symp. on Mathematical Programming,
Montreal, Canada, Sept., 1979.
Cox, L A
Comuter pattern recognition in criminal investigations
19, Conf. I.A..T.I., Santa Barbara, Calif., Nov.,
Kodres, U R
Impact of large scale integration on Navy automatic data
processing
Navy Symp. on Advanced Computer Technol., Washington,
D. C., Apr., 1976.
Kodres U R
Analysis of real~time systems by 4ata flovgraphs
Computer Software and Applications Conf., E
Computer Soc., Chicago, Ill., Nov. 8-11, 197
Schell, R R
Security kernel technology in the government






DEPARTMENT OF CCMPUTER SCIENCE
JOURNAL PUBS & CONFERENCE PROCS
Barksdaie, G LaUNIr . An environment for program development and
real-time execution
9th Hawaii Int. Conf. Systems Sci., Univ. of Hawaii,
Honolulu, HI, Jan 1976.
IN Proc., (1976.
Barksdale, G L
MUNIX: An environment for software development and
real-time execution
9th Hawaii Int. Conf. Systems Sci., Univ. of Hawaii,
Honolulu, HI, Jan., 1976.
IN Proc., (1976).Bradley, G H; Brown, q G; Graves, G
Surrogate programming approach to solution of large
scale network problems
Network and Extensions, Technical Session, ORSA/TINS
Nat. Mtg., Ehiladelphia, Pa., gar., 1976.
Bradley G H; Brown, G G* Graves, G W
Imbeaded networks in large scale optimization models
Algorithms for Large acale Optimization Problems
Technical Session, ORSA/TIMS Nat. itg., Miami, Pla.,
Nov., 1976.
Bradley, G H; Brown, G G; Graves, G W
Larqe scale network ootimization
9th Int. Mathematibal Programming Symp., Budapest,
Hungary, Aug., 1976.
Bradley, G H; Brown, G G; Graves, G W
Preprocessing of lr e l;near pr~grams
Large Scale Opt sization Session, Oper. Res. Soc. of
America/Inst. Manage. Sci., Atlanta, Ga., Nov., 1977.
IN Proc.
Bradley, G H- Brown, G G; Gravesi G W
Design ana implementation of farge scale primal
transshipment algorithms
exceptionil Paper in Manage. Sci., vol. 24, no. 1, p.
1-34, (1977).
Bradley, G H; Schneidewind, N F; Howard, G T
Analysis of program structure and error detection






DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
JOURNAL PUBS & CCNFERENCE PROCS (contod)
Brown, G G
A note on numerical maximum likelihood estimation of the
parameters of the Weibull distribution
IEEE Trans. Reliability, vol. 24, no. 2, (1976).
Brown, G G
Issues in basis manipulation:
Factorization-deccm position
ORSA/TIMS Nat. M. iai, Fla., Nov., 1976.
IN Proc., (197 MNv
Brown, G G; Bradley G H
Extensions of network optimization algorithms
ACM Nat. Mtg., Houston, Tex., Oct., 1976.
IN Proc., (1576).
Brownh G G- Bradley, q H
Imedded networks in large scale optimization models
ORSA/TIAS Nat. Mtg., Miami, Fla., Nov., 1976.
Brown, G G; Bradley, G H and others
Surrogate programming approach to solution of large
scale network problems
ORSA/TIMS Nat. Stq., Philadelphia, Pa., Mar., 1976.
IN Proc., (1976).
Brown, G G; Rutemiller, H C
Some robability problems concerning the game of bingo
Math. Teacher, vol. 66, no. 5, (1977).
Brown, G G; Rutemiller, H C
A cost analysis of sampling inspection under military
standard 105D
Nay. Res. Log. Q., vol. 20, no. 1, (1977).
Bro wn, G G; Rutemiller H C
Evaluation of Er(X-t) when both X and Y are from
3-parameter Weitall d Istpibutions
IEEE Trans. on Reliability, vol. R-22, no. 2, (1977).
Brown, G G; Rutemiller, H C
means and variances of stochastic vector products with
applications to random linear models
Manage. Sci., vol. 24, no. 2, p. 210-216, (1977).
Brown, G G; Ruteniller, H C; folbergEMaximum likelihood estimation of he Drobability of
labor force participation where the d&pendent variable
is binary, with an application to the AFDC
population-at-risk




DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
JOUFNAL PUBS 6 CCNFERENCE PROCS (cont'd)
Brown, G G; Taylor J G
Canonical methoas in the solution of
variable-coefficient Lanchester-type equations of modern
warfare
Oper. Res., vcl. 24, no. 1, p. 44-69, (1976).
Brown, G G; Taylor, J G
Further canonical methods in the solution of
variable-coeffici'ent Ianchester-type equations of mo4ern
warfare: A new definition of power Lanchester functions
ORSA/TIMS Nat. Mtq., Siami, Fla., Nov., 1976.IN Proc., (1976).
Burchead F
Parallel processing of recursine functions
Ann. gonf. of the Assoc. for Computing dachine.,
Detroit, Mich., Feb., 1978.IN Proc., (1978).
Cox L A
3redicting concurrent computer system performance using
Petri-net models
Assoc. for Ccmputing Machine. Ann. Conf., Dec., 1978.
IN Proc.
Cox L A
ferformance prediction from a computer hardware
descri tion




She nature of computer architecture
Computer Architecture News, vcl. 7, no. 7, 6 p.,
(Apr., 1979).
Cox L A; Schell, S R
6nderstanding computer related crimeCrime Prevention Rev., vol. 6, no. 4, 20 p., (July,
1979).
4HamminR
Confessions of numerical analyst






* DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
JOGENAL PUBS & CCNFRRENCE PROCS (cont'd)
Hamminq, R W
A formula for gengrating prime numbers
Popular Computing, vol. 5, no. 5, (1977).
Kodres, U H
The data flow graph as an aide to the designer
IN1 I E! icrks ho pon Nicrocca puter Systems Des.,
Monterey, Calif., July, 1976.
Kodres, U R
Discrete systems and flowcharts
IEEE Trans. Software Eng., vol. SE-L4, nio. 6, p.
521-525, (1578).
Kodres U R
Anaiisis of real-time systems by data flovgrap hs
I ETrans. Software Eng., vol. SE-4, no. 3,p.
169-178, (1S78).
Kodzes U H; Niemann W
RDEf - real time &istribiited system's executive
MiMi '79 Anaheim, Cal~if., -Jan.,1979.
IN IiL Soc. fo'r Mini - and icro Computers 7th
lat. Symp., Acta Press, p. 88-90, (Jan., 1979).
Kodres, U Ri Niemann, W
RDEX-real time distributed system's executive
7th Int. Symp. on Mini and Microcomputers, Anaheim,
Calif. Jan. 16-18, 1978.
IN roc.
Rahe, G A IandipySignal processing adds~a




Motivation theory, a plethora
Dept. of Manage,, College of Business Administration,
Univ. of Netraska. (Dec., 1976).
Roland, R J
The C-3 laboratory: Concept- reality
Corn uter Related Info~pmation Systems Symp SA
Academ;, Colcrado Springs, Colo., Jan., ?479.S
* I IN roc., (1979)
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DEEAETMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
JOURNAL PUBS & CONFERENCE PROCS (cont'd)
Roland, R J
The C-3 laboratcry and management communication
Workshop on Human Factor Issues, Lockheed Corp.,
Sunnyvale, Calif. Nay, 1979.
I Proc., (1974).
Schell, 4 a
Security kernels: A methodical design of system
security
USE Spring Ccnf,, San Diego, Calif., lar. 5-9 1979.
IN USE Technical Papers (Spring 197§) USE
Inc., p. 245-250, (1§79).
Schell, R R
Security kernel design methodology
seminar on the Dept. of Defense Computer Security
initiative Proqgam, Nat. Bureau of Standards,
Gaithersburg, rd., July 17-18 1979.
IN Proc., Nat. Bureau of Siandards, (1979).
Schell, E R
Computer security: The Achilles heel of the electronic
Air Force
USAF Academy Computer Related Information Systems
Symp., USAF Academy, Colorado Springs, Colo., Jan.
24-26, 1979.
IN Proc., USAF Academy, p. 7-1 to 7-32, (1979).
Schell, R R
Computer security: The Achilles' heel of the electronic
Air Force
Air Univ. Rev., vol. 30, no. 2, p. 16-33, (Jan. -
Feb., 1979).
Schneidewind, N F
Validation tests for a software error simulation model1976 Summer Computer Simulation Conf., Washington, D.
C. IN Proc., p. 892-896, (1976).
Schneidewind, N F
The application of simulation to the evaluation ofcoaputer software
Computer Performance Evaluation Users Group, San
Diego, Calif., Nov., 1976.





DEEARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
JOURNAL PUBS & CONFERENCE PROCS (cont'd)
Schneidewind, N F
Directed qraph measures of.cct puter program com lexityIN ORSa/TIMS Ntg., Miaml,Fla., Nov., 1979.
Schneidewind, N F
Computer system testing
Nay. Res. Revs., vol. 29, no. 2, p. 23, (1976).
Schneidewind, N F
modularity considerations in real time operating system
structures
Computer Software and Applications Conf., Chicago,
Ill. Nov., 1977.
I Proc., IEEE Computer Soc., p. 397-403, (1977).
Schneidewind N F
The use of simulation in the evaluation of software
Computer, p. 47-53, (Apr., 1977).
Schneidewind, N F
An experiment in software error data collection and
analysis
6th Texas Conf. on Computing Systems.
IN Proc., IEEE Computer Soc., p. WA1-4A12, (Nov.,
1977).
Schneidewind, N F
Software engineering of the micro/mini computer subnet
in computer networks
Computer Software and Applications Conf., Chicago,
Ill., Nov. 13-16 1978.
IN Proc., Inst. of Electrical and ElectronicsEnqrs. Computer Soc., p. 508-513, (1978).
Schneidevind, N F
Comparison of simulator predicted operating system
peizormance with actual system performance
COMPCON, San Francisco, Cali. Feb. 28-Mar. 3, 1978.
IN Digest of Papers, 16th IiEE Computer Soc. Int.
Conf. Inst. Electrical and Electronics Engrs.
Computer Soc., (1978).
Schneidewind, N F
Emulation-tool for software development
1978 Nat. Computer Conf., Anaheim, Calif., June 5-8,
1978.
IN Conf. Proc., Nat. Computer Conf., La.
Federation of Information Processing Societies,
vol. 47, (1978) .
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DEPARTMENT OF CCMPUTER SCIENCE
JOURNAL PUBS S CCNFERENCE PROCS (contd)
Schneidewind, N F
Application of program graphs and complexity analysis to
software development and testing
IEEE Trans. cn Reliability, vol. R-28, no. 3, p.
192-198, (Auq., 1979).
Schneidevind, N F
Validation tests of a software error detection
prediction model
TINS 24th Int. atq. Honolulu, HI, June, 1979.
IN Proc., (197)
Schneidewind, N F
Software metrics for aiding program development and
5,197at. Computer Conf., New York City, N. Y., June5 , 1979.
IN AFIPS 1979 Nat. Computer Conf. Proc., p.
989-994, (1979).
Schneidewnd, N F; Bradley, G H; Howard, G T
Analysi1 of program struc ture and error detection
properties
IN ACE Software Eng. Notes, vol. 1, no. 2, p.20a-20b, (1976).
Schneidewind, N F; Green, T F
Simulation of error detection in computer proqrams
IN ACA Simuletter, vol. 7, no. 3, p. 8-11,
(1976).
Schneidevind N F; Green, T F
Program structurest complexity and error characteristics
Polytechnic ns. New York Symp. Computer Software
ang Apr., 1976.
ig Proc., (1S76).
Schneidewind, N F; Hoffman H 5
Software error data collection and analysis
Sumner Computer Simulation Conf., Newport Beach,
Calif. July 24-26, 1978 .
4 IN froc. Am. Federation of Information Processing
Socieies, p. 748-753, (1978).
Schneidewin4, N F; Hoffmann, H I
An experiment in software error data collection and., a naly si s





DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES
Barksdale, G L; Meyer, W B
TPS, a text processing system, primer and referencemanual
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-72Ba76011, 1976. 74
p.
Bradley, H
Analysis of IIES and PIES mathematical programs
Federal Energy Administration Internal Rep., Aug.,
1976.
Bradley, G H- Brown, G G,Graves G W
Design .na implemen a.on of large scale primal
transshipment a. orithms
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55BzBw76091), 1976.
59 p.
Bradley, G H- Brown, G Gi Grave" G .
Design ana implementarion of large scale primal
transshipment algorithms
UCLA, (WESI Eep. 260), 1976.
Brown, G G; Bradley, G H and others
Design and isplementation of large scale primal
transshipment al orithms
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55BzBw76091) , 1976.
58 p.
Brown, G Gi Geoffrion, A M; Bradley, G H
Seasonal production planning with limited shared tooling
at the key operation
UCLA, (WASI Rep. 299), Oct., 1979. 35 p.
Brown, G G; Ruteuiller, H C
Means and variances of stochastic vector products with
applications to randca linear models
Naval Postqraduate School, (NPS-55776), 1977. 17 p.
Brown, G G; Shubert, B 0
On random binary trees
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-55Bw76061), 1976. 45it p.
Brown, G G; Taylor, J G
An examination of the effects of the criterion
functional on optimal fire-support policies





DET3!TENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES (cont'd)
Brown, G G; Taylor, 3 G
wumerical determination of t'e parity-condition
parameter for tanchester-type equations of modern
warfare
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-557710), 1977. 23 p.
Carey, B J; McCoy, E E
Basic hardward interconnecticn mechanisms for building
multiple microccmputer systems
Naval Postgraduate Sc ocl, (NPS52-79-005) , Nov.,
1979. 34 p.
Kodres, U R; Buttinger4 J D* Hammin , R W; Jones, C R
A st udy of alternatives lor VSTO computer systems
Sponsored by the Naval Weapons Center China Lake,
Calif. Naval Postgraduate School, (NiS-5 278001)
1978. 250 p.
Matula, D W
Basic digit sets for radix representation
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-5278002), 1978. 34
p.
Raetz, G A; Thorpe, L A
Users manual for the vector general graphics display
unit
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-72Rr76031), 1976. 84
P.
Raetz, G A; Thorpe, L A
Desiqn manual for the vector general graphics display
unit
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-72Rr76032), 1976. 77
p.
Rcland, R J
A decision support system model fog technology transfer
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS 2-79-002), Nov.,
1979. 31 p.
Schneidevind, N F; Howard, G TI Kirchgaessner, M
Software error detection morels, validation tests and
pro qram complexity measures
lava Pos grauate School, (NPS-52Ss76111), Nov.,' 176. 154 p.
Smith, D 2
On the computaticnal complexity of branch and bound
search strategies









Finite elements in wave propagation
Calif. State, San Francisco, Calif., Oct., 1976.
Ccmstock, C
Finite eleqents in non-linear wave prosaaation problems
ANS Regional Mtq., Portland, Ore., He,1976.
Comstock, C; Faulkner, F
On the analysis of weather foreiasting
Soc. Ind. and Appl. Math., Milwaukee, Wis., June,
1978.
Franke, R H
The use of iterative linear equation solvers with Gear's
method
SIAM Mtg., Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 20, 1976.
Franke, R H
Comparison of some local methods for interpolation of
scattered data
Soc. Ind. and AppI. Math., Spring Mtg., Madison,Wis., day, 1S78.
Franke, I H; Salinas,.D D
An efficient aethod for solving stiff transient field
problems arising qrcm FEN formulations
2nd Int. C04. of Computational Methods in Nonlinear
Mech., Austin, Tex., ear. i6-30, 1979.
Larson,.H.J; Bar r, D a; Jayachandran T
Siqnificance level interrelationsAips
10th Int. Bicmetrics Conf., Guaruja, Sao Paulo,
Brazil, Aug. 6-10, 1979.
Lindsay, G FP Jayachandran, T
The use ol scaling methods for multiple criteria in
pr oect assessment
OJoint Nat. ORSA/TIMS Itg., Milwaukee, Wis., Oct.
15-19, 1979.
Russak, I B
Relations among the multipliers for problems with
bounded state constraints








Wanq, P C C
Works4ops on protection techniques and ice conditions in
tran sit
1st Int. Conf. on Iceberg Utilization, Iowa State
Univ. , Oct 2-6, 1977.
Weir, DCIAuculus by PS-I. _
Calif. Math. Coun. Spring Conf., Cal-State Hayward,
Hayward, Calif., mar., 1977.
Weir, M DCalculator calculus fqr the TI-59
Calif. Math. Council Ann. Conf., Asilomar, Pacific
Grove, Calif., Dec., 1918.
weir, D 
Hevitt-Nachbin a;aces
California Eolytechic Univ., Feb., 1978.
Weir, M D
Calculator caluculus for the TI-59 programmable
calc ulator
Calif. Math. Council Ann. Conf., Asilomar, Pacific
Grove, Calif., Dec., 1979.
Wilde, C C
Three UMkP modules: Leontief models, contraction
map ings , inteqral transforms
Exleriential Pro rams in App-. Math., Claremont,
Calif., May, 197
Wilde, C CThe undergraduate mathematics applications project
Soc. fr Ind. and kppi. Math. Fall 1977 Rtg.,








Wanq, P C C; Stolfi, R H; Lake, G E
qigaphical reresentatio4 of multivariate data: Soviet
Policy in Sub- aharan Africa
Symp. on Graphical Representation of Multivariate
Data, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif.,
Feb. 24, 1978.
IN P. C. C. gang, ed.: Graphical repcesentation
.of multivariate data. New York, Izademic
Press, 1978. 278 p.
Van, P C C
A utosated production, storage, retrieval and display of
diqitized enqineerinq data. 1. 1
Los Angeles, Calif., Western Periodicals, 1977. 367p.
Vanq, P C C
Graphical representation of multivariate data:
Proceedings
Symp. on Graphical Representation of Multivariate
Data, Naval Post;qraduate School, Monterey, Calif.,
Feb. 24, 1978. ew York, Academic Press, 1978.
Wanq, P C C; Laker G
Graphical multivariate data techniques in policy
sciences
Symp. on Graphical Representation of Multivariate
Data, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif.,
Feb. 24, 197e.
IN P. C. C. Wang ed. : Graphical representation
of multivariate data. New York, Academic
Press, 1978. 278 p.
Wan, P C C; Pounds, J; Wieland, B
Amodernization plan for the technical data department
of Naval Ships Ieaon Systems Engineering Stat on
IN P. C. C. gang1 ed: Autcaated production,
sto~age, retrieval and display of diitized
englneering data. Los Angeles, Calilof Western
Periodicals, 1977, P. 30.
VanqP C C; Schoenstadt, & L; Russak 8 I; Comstock, C
Information linkage between applied mathematics and.,ndustry, (eds.), Proc. of the 1st Ann. Workshop on the
Informalion Linkage between Appl. Math. and Industry
Naval Eostqraduate School, Monterey, Calif., Feb 23-14,
1978






CONTRIBUTIONS TO BOOKS (cont'd)
Weir, M D
Loqic and set theory notes Irev. ed.)
Naval Postgraduate School, July, 1978. 196 p.
Weir, L D
Self-study manual for calculus and analytic geometry
Addison-Wesley, 1979. 441 p.
Weir, D
An introduction to the TI-59 programmable calculator
Naval Postgraduate School, July, 1979. 177 p.
Wilde, C 0; Barrett, E B
Mathematics of image science
Western Periodicals Co., Los Angeles, Calif., 1976.
Wilde, C 0; Barrett I B
Imaqe science uaihematics. Proceedings of the Symposium
on Current Mathematical Problems in Image Science, Naval
Postqraduate School, Nov. 10-12, 1976.






JOGENAL PUBS & CCNFERENCE PROCS
Comstock, C; Dunne, P V
Secona-order equations with two point and integral
boundary conditions
J. Math. Anal. Appl., vol. 54, p. 558-562, (1976).
Davis, D I
A correct proof of Huang's t
IEEE Trans. Acoustics, Soeech, Signal Processing,
vol. 24, p. 425-426, (1976).
Franke, H.
On the minimum number of points required by certain
cubature for mulas
Bull. Calqutta Math. Soc., vol. 68, p. 175-178,
(1976).
Franke, H
On the convergence of an algorithm for rational
Chebysbev ap prcximation
Rocky Mt. J. Math., vol. 6, no. 2, p. 227-236,
(1976).
Franke, R H
Locally determined smooth interpolation at irregularly
spaced points in several variables
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of the Naval Undersea Warfare Engineering Station,
Keyport, Washington
Sponsored by Naval Undersea Warfare Ena. Station.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS61-79-0 5) , June,1979. 46 p.
Woehler, A; Harrison D E; Moose, P H
Cybernetic models of military C-cubed-I systems: A
proqress report
Sponsored by Director of Net Assessment, Office of
the Secretary of Defense. Naval Postgraduate School,









Symp. on The Information Linkage Between Appl. Math.
and Industry, Naval PoItgraduate School, Monterey,
Calif., Feb. 23-25, 1978.
Hoisinqton, D B; Roder, P
The electronic warfare curriculum at the Naval
Postqrad uate School
5th Ann. Prcwler EN Smp., NAS, Whidbey Is.,
Washington, July, 1975.
Hoisinqton, D B* Thcas, C J
The Navy's eacational programs in elect;onic warfarePresented at the Tri-Service Electronic Warfare Conf.at the Naval Pcstgraduate School, May 3-5, 1977.
Myers, G A
Internal modulation (In) of sinusoidal carrier waves
SIEEM, Monterrey, Mexico, Sept. 19-23, 1977.
Myers G A
Inteqrated circuit frequency demodulators
SIEEN, Monterrey, Mexico, Sept. 19-23, 1977.
Panholzer, R
Hiqh performance building blocks for microprogrammed
systems
Wescon Professional Pro am, Los Angeles, Calif.,
Tech. Sessicn No. 26, 1976.
Panholz er, R
Advanced ocket calculators
IEEE.nt. Convention, Electro 76, Boston, Mass.,
Tech. Session No. 32, 1976.
Panholzer, 2
Pocket calculator update
Wescon Professional Program, Los Angeles, Calif.,
Tech. Session No. 7, 1976.
, ~Powers P
IEO technololy base IElectronic arfare Naval Postgraduate School,
Monterey, Calif., 6 ec. 4-9, 1978.
Pow ers, J P; DeBlois, J R Y; Culpepper C
Coaputer-aided acoustic Imaging system using backwardwavetpgopaqation
4h Int. Sym. on ultrasonic Imaging and Tissue
Characteriza ion, Nat. Buveau of91tandards,
Gaithersburg, ad., June 18-0, 199.
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DEEARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (cont d)
Strum, R D
The teaching of electronic engineerina in degree courses
Conf. at the Univ. of Hull, England, 1976.
Tao, T F
Nonrecursive MRSE spatial filter to suppress correlated
+spatial noise
Presented at the 11th Asilomar Conf. on Circuits,
Systems and Coaguters, Asilomar, Calif.
IN Proc., (1 77).
Tao T F
Present status and future development of large scale
memory and storage device*
Presented to a Nat. Scl. Foundation Committee Rtg. on
Mass Storage Develop., Palo Alto, Calif., Apr. 6,
1977.
i Tao. T F
irolress of biFolar injecticn logic and short channel
DMO and VMOS logic
Presented at the Inst. of Defense Anal sis ymp. on
the Utilization of Large Scale Integra Ied Crcuits in
Military Systems, Arlington, Va., Aug. 9-11, 1977.
Tao CT F; Gerardt H
CCD and SAW signal processing
Asilomar Conf. on Circuits, Systems and Computers,Asilomar, Calif.
Tao, T F; Holmes, S; Campbell, J; Pollack, Mi Sklavanos G
6omparative sensitivity studies of samples analog SA,
CTD and diqital processors
Presented at NATO kGARD Symp. on Impact of Charge
Coupled Devices and Surface Acoust. Wave Devices in
Signal Processing and Imagery in Advanced Systems,
Ottava, Canada, Oct. 11-15• 1977.
Tao T F; Holmes, Si Plenning, K
iresent status o real time ignal processordevelopetMilitary_ Defense Electron cs Expo Conf., • eisoes,
W. Ber, Oct. 6-8, 1976.
Tao T F; Ku W
Theory ana applications of recursive CTD sampled analog
filters
Presented at NATO AGARD Symp. on Impact of Charge
Coupled Devices and Surface Acoust. Wave Devices in
Signal Processinq and Imagery j Advanced Systems,




DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (cont'd)
Thaler G J; Drurey, H L
Nonfinearities in a submarine deth and pitch control
Milwaukee Symp. on Automatic Control, 1976.
Thaler, G J, Uhrin ,J 3
Design o? a nonlinear speed control system
Milwaukee Symp. on Automatic Control, 1976.
Thalqr, G J; Van Tansel, P
Sinqular sprfaces in a parameter space with applications
to reedback control systems




Crossbow Conf., Ft. Worth, Tex., Sept., 1978.
Titus, H A; Beaudet, C Watts, K
EA-6B mission planning rog;am f
24th Ann. Joint ?ecronic warfare Conf., Naval
Postgraduate School, May, 1975.
Titus, H A; rhuaaker R
An analysis of optimum aethods of decontrolin a missile
24th Ann. Jcint Electronic warfare Conf., Naval
Postgqraduate School, May, 197
ozencraft, J M
Dynamic network rcuting
Data Networks, Massachusetts Inst. of Technol.,




DEPARTMiENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
CONTIRIBUTIONS TO BOOKS
Parker, S R
Limit cycles and correlated noise in digital filters
(Ch4.) IN J. K. Agqarwar, ed.: Signal processingland
diqital filters. Western Periodicals, 1978.
Povers, J P
computer simulation of linear acousti.c diffraction
IN L. W. Kessler, ed.: Acoustical holography,,.vol 7 New York, N. Y., Plenum Press, 197,.
193-20S.
Powers, J P; Dellois,J Y ! ;.O'Bryon, R T; Patton, J V
computer aided utrasonic imagin~g sistem
IN A. Z. IHetherell, ed.: Acous dical holography,
vol. 8, Plenum Press, 1979, p. 233-248.
Titus H
1Oth asilomar Conference proceedings




DEPAETMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
JOURNAL PUBS & CCNFERENCE PROCS
Burton, R W
On measurinq elliFtically polarized surface currents
Nat. Conf. on Electromagnetic Scattering, 1976.
IN Proc., p. 132-135, (1976) .
Burton, R W; Beyatte, W E
Charge and curren distributions on cross-monopole
transmitting antenna
1977 Int. Scientific Radio Union (URSI), Stanford,
Calif. June, 1S77.
IN froc.
Burton; R e; Kinq, R 9 P
Measured currents and charges on thin crossed antennas
in a plane-wave field
IEEE Trans. onAntennas and Propagation, vol. AP-23,no. 5, p. 657-664, (1976).
Burton R W; Kinq, S V P
Surlace currents and charges on an electrically thick
conducting. tube in an E-polarized normal-by-incident,
plane-wave field. II: Measuresents
Radio Sci., vol. 11, nos. 8, 9, p. 701-711, (1976).
Burton R W; King H V P
Surface carreas and charges on an electrically thick
conducting tube in an E-polarized, normal-by-incident,
plane-wave field. I: TheoryRadio Sci., vol. 11, nos. 8, 9, p. 687-699, (1976).
Burton, R W; King, a W P; Shen, L E
Electric and magnetic fields induced on the surfaces of
electrically thin and thick cylinders and crossed
cylinders b an incident plane wave
Nat. Con. on Electromagnetic Scattering, 1976.
IN Proc., p. 45-48, (1976).
Burton, R W; Seliu, J D
Infra;ed detection of surface charge and current
distri utions
1977 Int. Microwave Symp., San Diego, Calif., June,i 1977.
IN Proc.
Chan, PSen atGe2t iws y~ nCrut non modified transmittal Buttervorth-Chelyhen filterPresented t the 20th Midwest S rup o  Circuits a dSystems, Lubbock• Tex., Aug. 15-17• 1977.
~IN Proc.• p. 116-118
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DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
JOURNAL PUBS & CCNPERENCE PROCS (cont'd)
Hoisington, Bi Alexander, S J
A theoretical and e~perimental investigation of
phase-front distortion Jamming (Ul
21st Ann. Tri-Service Electronic Warfare Conf Air
Force Academy, Colorado Springs Col., May, 1976.
IN Proc., (ASD-TR-76-23), 1946.
Hoisinqton D B; Carroll, C E
Improved sweep waveform generator for bistatic radar
12th Ann. Joint Electronic Warfare Conf., Aberdeen
Proving Ground Nd.
IN Proc., (1976).
Hoisington D B; Carroll, C E
Improved sweep waveform generator for bistatic radar
Intelligence and Radar ECM/ECCM (U), vol. 1, (1976).
Hoisinqton, D Bi Knorr, J B
The Soviet cick jammers and the threat to the U. S.
Navy radars
23rd Ann. Joint Electronic Warfare Conf., Aberdeen,
Md. U. S. Army Proving Grounds.
IN Proc., U. S. Army, p. 24, (1978).
Hoisinqton, D B; Persello R A
The Navy's postgraduate programs for electronic warfare
J. lectrcnic Defense, vcl. 2, no. 5, p. 59-60, 62,
98, (Sept./Cct., 1979).
Hoisinqton, D B; Titus, H A
Electronic warfare in missile design
Colloguium on the Des., Develop., and Evaluation of
Navy Tactical missile Systems, Naval Postgraduate
school Monterey, Calif., Apr., 1976
IN froc.i Karmarkar, J S Thaler,,G J
Design of &ase-loqed loops on the parameter plane
Trans. teronautical and Astronautical Soc. of the
Republic of China, vol. 11, no. 1, p. 95-115, (Nov.,
1977).
Kirk, D E* Hewett , 0 DTrajectory optimization using a second-order epsilon
method




DEPABTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEEiING
JOUENAL PUBS & CCNFERENCE PROCS (cont'd)
Kirk, D E; La Rock, R.E; Park C Y
Compuer-aided design of o6server-controllers
Cornuters and Electrical Eng., vol. 3, p. 53-64,
New IC's for telecommunications* systems: An overview
WESCON '78, Los Angel~ps, Calif., Sept., 1978.
IN Proc., Electronic Conventi.ions, p. 34, (1978).
Ohison, J E
Shipboard satellite communication systems
IN Nav. Res. Revs., vcl. 29, no. 2, p. 31,
* (1976).
Ohison, to B
A correlation polarimeter for noise-l14ke sig nals
IEEE Trans. Aerospace and Electronic Systems, vol..
AES-12, no: 2, p. 245-254, (1976).
Ohison, J EI Shipboard RZI considerations
1976 Nat. Teleccmmunications Conf., Dallas, Tex.
IN Proc., p. 43.6-1 to 43.6-3, '(1976).
Ohlson, J E
Statistics of the first-order phase-locked loop with
fluctuating signal amplitude
IEEE Trans. on communications, vol. C0 -26, no. 10,
p. 1472-1474, (1978).
Parker, S R
Synthesis 9f N-dimensional recursive digital filters by
Taylor series expansion
IEEE Trans . cn Circuits and Systems, vol. CAS 24, no.
1, p. 28-34, (1977).
Melmn for fault toleranceI Proc., Industry/Joint Services Automatic TestConf. Nat. Security Ind. Assoc., p. 82-83,(1978;.
Parker, S R; Girard, P E
Correlated noise due to roundoff in fixed point digital
filters
IEEE. Trans. Circuits and Systems, vol. CAS-23, no.




DE2AETMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.ING
JOURNAL PUBS & CONFERENCE PROCS (contd)
Parker, SdR;eKoi~oSp onadNe otwo dimeusional adaptive recursive digital filter in
centSinq o Circuits adSystems,NeYok
Parker, S a; Soecro, IL
Powers3P
AIEEE laner radar oicrortin an Saoesoopi
Porer, S P;Suhn
Compulte siutonof lieaosic dfrcionfite
lthl. nt. Syp o Ccuts HlaphysCeca, uillh,
Sept.n, 1976.,96
IN Proc., (19376 (176
Powers,4PDeoi,3RIO'roRTPatn3
coEE. Uteladdtrasoisoi imm,,ang sytmd.. 95It It.EEE. ns onst. mapin, Key Bisan,
(1 ~ 9). 178
Powers 3 P;Paede,;ChnT
sys te iopoationg aflne acous tic mdulfato
IEEE UtrsZof Symp. Hnaolosrapdy, Sept.go 29-Oc.,
9Vro. 1,1976.
A N IEEE Trans onde Sus nltrasonics (1976).sste
8* ' JP2nAos Iaig e icye
FlIay9 e 9b




DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
JOURNAL PUBS & CONFERENCE PROCS (cont d)
Powers, J P; O Bryon, R T; Patton, J W
An ultrasonic imaging system incorporating
comuter-aided conerent processing e
h ot Accust. Soc. Am., Miai each Fla., Dec.12-16, 1977.
IN J. Acoust. Soc. AC., vol. 62, supple no. 1, p.522, 11977).
Rahe, G AicRobbins, C B
Sbotli ht
J. &oust* Soc. Am., vol. 61, (1977).
Sackman, G Li Shelef S C
The - delay/phase difference triffnctions
fr nearin estimation in arrays
ONt Coa. on 'lie Delay Estimation and plications
Caval Postgrauate School, Confere, Nai. ay 1
1979.
IE Proc. vol , Naval Underwater Systems Cener,
( 1979).
Sackman, G L; Shelef, C
Tiae-del ay/phase difference trace functions for bearing
estimation in arroays
13th Asilcar on. on hircuits, Ss d
Conuters acific Grove, Calif., Cal., 1979.
2 P3 NS/IEEE, 79).
Strum, R D; Kirk, D E
•Engineering mathematics: who should teach it and how?
IEEE Trans. cn Educ., vcl. E-22, no. 2, p. 85-8,(May, 1979).
Tao T F
6harge transport devices
Nav. Res. ev., vol. 29, no. 2, p. 19-23, (1976}.
Tan
Oieal time signal processing_
22nd Conf. of the Soc. of Photo-Optica;
Instrumentation Engrs., San Diego, Cali., aug.
28-31, 1978.
IN Proc., vol. 154, p. 1-8, (1978.
• Tano T F; Bar rehoshuao 0; Martinez, R
Pbresent status and future developments of large scale
" s~eaor¥ and storage devices
M97 Sysp. on Automated Product.ion,_Storage,
_Retrieval and Display of Digitilzed EZng. Data, Naval
Postqraduate School, Jan. 1 -14, 1;7.




DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
JOURNAL PUBS & CCNFERENCE PROCS (cont'd)
Tao T F; Bar Yehoshua, 0; Martinez a
Ipplications of microprocessors 60 control problems
1977 Joint Automatic Control Conf., San Francisco,
Calif. June 22-24 1977.
IN roc., p. 8-16, (1977).
Tao, T F; BarYehoshua, D; Evenor, B; 4dkins J
Statistical nonrecursive spatial filter lor processing
of infrared mosaic sensor im aes
22nd Conf. of the Soc. of Photo-Optical
Instrumentation Enqrs., Aug. 28-31, 1978.
IN Proc., vol. 156, p. 10-19w (1978)
Tao, T Pi;Campbelle G; Pollack, M
§ensiivity study of the chirp z transform and the prime
transform as sampled analog discrete Fourier transform
alqorithas
10th Asiloaar Conf. on Circuits, Systems and
Comters, Asilomar, Calif Nov., 1976.
N Proc., p. 372-380, (1976).
Tao, T F; Holmes, S with others
Sensitivity study of sampled analog signal processing
19th IEEE Midwest Symp. on Circuits and Systems,
Milwaukee, wis., Aug. 1976
IN Proc., p. 430-459, (1976).
Tao T F; Holmes, S with others
he.ory ,and applications of sampled analog recursive CTO
comb f Iters
Con . on Charge Coupled Device Technol. and
Applications, Washington D. C., Dec., 1976.
IN Proc., p,, 1-10, (1476).
Tao T F; Saetre, L with others
iecursive CTD ccmb filter and its applications to MTI
radar signal processing
1976 Government Microcircuit Applications Conf.,
Orlando, Pla., Nov., 1976.
IN Proc., p. 24 6 49, (1976).
Thaler, G J
Control systems - simulation studies and automated
design
Syup. on Automatic Control Nat. Taivan Univ.,
T aipiTaiwan, ec. 16, 1%78.
INeiroc., p. i-xix, (1978).
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JOUENAL PUBS & CCNFERENCE PROCS (cont'd)
Thalerq G J, Karmarkar J S
Desigqn of hase 1 o4ied loops on the parameter plane
Trans. Leronautical and Astronautcal Soc. of the
Republic of China, vol. 11, no. 1, p. 95-115, (Nov.,
1 7).
Thaler, G J; Romerc, E
Simulation of ocean vehicles
Nay. Eng. J., vol. 91, no. 1, p. 81-86, (Feb., 1979).
Titus, H A; Hoisington D .
Electronic warfare In missile design
Collouium oan t~e Pes., Develop. and Evaluation of
Navy aTactical missile systems. Naval Postgraduate
School Monterey, Calif., Apr. 25-30, 1976.
IN lroc.
Titus, H A; Shachar, N
The imaqe processing algorithms for IR target tracking









DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES
Adler, R
Electroma netic compatibility survey
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-62kb770901), 1977.
V. p.
Adler, R W
"ASAP" antennas-scatterers analysis program: A
user-oriented thin wire antenna cop uter code




Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS 62-79-009PR), Aug.,
1979. p.
Duffin, J H
Investiqation of airborne chemical concent;ations in
certain-work areas of Naval Air Rework Facility at North
Island, Calif.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-62Dn76121), 1976.
113 p.
Duffin, J H
A study of the aircraft engine emissions catalog in its
present form: Suggestions regarding a proposed summary
catalog
Aircraft Environmental Support Office, North Island,
Calif., (AESO 101-78-01), 978. 50 p.
fDuffin, J H
Use of portable infrared airborne vapor concentration
detection device for calibration for and monitoring of
materials in use-at various work areas of Naval Air
Rework Facility at North Island, Calif.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-62Du78-010), 1978.
45 p.
Gerba, J A* Thaler, G J
A methol for scaling the heave motion equations of the
C.A.B. 6-D.O.P. loads and motion program from model to
full-size craft
Sponsored by the Naval Sea Systems Command (PHS-304),
'Surface Effect Ship Project Office. Naval
Postgraduate Schcol, (NPS-6277002), 1977. 42 p.
Gerba, J A; Thaer, G J
Pressure ratio effect on the heave motion
characteristics and pressure dynamics of the XR-3 loads
and motion program for step ,eight transients




DEPArTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES (cont'd)
Gerba, J A; Thaler, G J
Frequency respcnse studies of ambient pressure effects
on the X1-3 computer proqram (6-D 0. F.
Naval Postgraduate Sc od, (NPS-6 2Tr77091), 1977.
Gerba, J A; Thaler, G J
Pressure ratio effects on the heave motion
characteristics and pressure dynamics of the XR-3 loads
and motion program for step weiqht transients
Naval Postgraduate Schoci, (NPS-62Tr77011), 1977.
Gerba, J A; Thaler, G J
Frequency response studies of ambient pressure effects
on the X1-3 computer program (6-D.O.F. F
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-62Tr-77091), 1977.
Gerba, 3 4;*Thaler G J
Sensitivity analysis of the XR-3 heave equations to
chanqes in elenum air leakage and influx rates
Sponsored by the Naval Sea Systems Command (PHS-304,
Surface Effect Ship Pro ect Office. Naval
Postgraduate School, (N;S-6278008PR), Sept., 1978.
90 p.
Hoisinqton, D B
Maqnetic ranging and magnetic sensors for the TRIDENT
prog ram (U)
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-62Hs-77031), 1977.
Hoisinqton, D 3i Alexander, S J
A theoretical and experimental investigation of
phase-front distortion jamming
Naval Postgraduate school, (NPS-52Hs7601), 1976. 35
p.
Hoisinqton, D B; Knorr, J B
Soviet Naval electronic warfare (U), the Soviet click
Jammers and the threat to U. S. Navy radars: Initialeffort (U)
Sponsored b the Naval Intelligence Support Center.
Naval Intelligence Command, (NIC-1732R 002-78), 1978.
33 p.
HEoisinqton, D B Thcas, C J
The Nav'Is eaucational programs in elect onic warfare
PNa, ostgraduate school, (NPS-73Hs-17051) 1977.
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DEPAETMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES (cont'd)
Jaurequi, S; Cummins, E J. Vincept, . .
Field mu icoup-er stuky for intermodulation products
and parasitic oscillations
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS62-79-OO6PR), July,
1979. 57 p.
Knorr, J B
Dielectric loaded finned waveguide stud
val Postgraduate School, (NPS-62Ko77031A), 1977.
Knort, J B
Soviet Naval electronic warfare (U) effectiveness of
Soviet click Jammers against U. S. fiaval radars:
General considerations (U)
Sponsored by Naval Intelligence SU port Center.
Naval Intelligence Command, (NIC- 132R-001-78), 1978.i9 p.
Knorr, J B
A radicwave propagation data acquisition system
Sponsored by Naval Undersea weapons En3. Station.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-62-79-0 01), Oct.,
1978. 37 p.
Knorr J B
A Aual channel radiowave propagation data acquisition
and transmission system
Report for period Oct. 1 1978 - Sert. 30 1979.
Naval Postgraduate Schoci, (NPS-62-79-O10R), Sept.,
197S. 36 p.
Knort, J B
A model for estimating radiovave acquisition receiving
system intercept probability
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS 62-79-005), June,
1979. 37 p.
Knort, J B
Annual summary report, range studies Droqram
Naval Postqraduate School, (NPS-71 176081), 1976. 12
P.
Myers, G A Kilborn, BK Interval modulation (I) of a sinusoidal carrier
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-62nv-77031), 1977.
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TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES (cont'd)
Ohlson J E; Adler, B ; Hollar B K
.Evaluation of the AS-3018/WS6-1(V) shipboard SATCON
antenna
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS--52kb76031) , 1976.
61 p.
Ohlson, J E Arneson, D C
A level ensity analyzer for shipboard RPI measurements
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-620176107), 1976. 83
P.
Ohlson J E* Brick, Z S
A sim lilied imulator for sh.bqard.radio frequency
inter erence in satellite communications
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-620176109), 1976.
264 p.
Ohlson, 3 B; Cazlscn, B F
Guard bands and hardvare modifications for RFI reduction
in AN/WSC-3 and AN/SSR-1 satellite communications unitsNaval Postgraduate School, (NPS-620176121), 1976.
Ohlson J E; Carlson, R F
Performance of the AN/USC-3 and AN/SSR-1 satellite
communications units in the presence of pulsed radar
noise
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-620176122), 1976.
Ohlson,. B; Carlscn, R F
Receiver desensitization of the AN/WSC-3 satellite
communications set
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-620176091), 1976.
Ohlson, J B; Cazlscn, R F
Bit-error rate measurements on the AN/WSC-3 and kN/SSR-1
satellite communications sets
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-620176102), 1976. 60
p.
Ohlson, J E; Carlson R F
Receiver dqsensitizntion of the AN/SSR-1 satellite,i communications rece ver
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-620176101), 1976.
Ohlson, 3 E Lan4ry T C
Shipboara radio frequency interference in UHF satellite




DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES (cont'd)
Ohison, 3 E; Mace, F E
A hlh level noise blanker and RF amplifier system for
the UHF band
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-620176106), 1976.107 p.
Ohlson, J E; eno, T B
DIeU registrations and Navy UHF STCOr
Naval Postqraduate School, (NPS-620176104), 1976.
174 p.
. Ohlso, J E;,Parker, GSB
~DecE boxes for UH SATCOM radio frequency interference
. study
SNaval Postgraduate School, (NPS-620176105), 1976. 55
Ohlson, J E; Reid, i S
Conical scan tracking with the 64-a-diameter antenna at
Goldstone
aJei pUlsi- jT- ,,'Cj Inst. Technol., Pasadena,
Ohlson, J E; Shuff, A R
Instrumentation package for measurement of shipboard RFI
Naval Postgraduate Schocl, (NPS-620176108), 1976. 73p.
Powers, J P; Began, P W
Acoustio-optic spectrum analysis and narrowband
interference excision in wideband signal environments
Sponsored by Naval Electzonics S stem Command. Naval
Postgraduate School, (NPS 62-7-011), Sept., 1979.
Powers J P* Vance, C E
Sk-7, BOB 1, Grail missile seeker system simulation for
guidance degradation studies
Sponsored by Naval Air Systeas Command. Naval
Postqraduate School, (HPS 62-79-001), Sept., 1979.
1S49 p.
Rothauge, C H; Wilcox 8 L; Baycura, 0 ft; Burton, R ft
RS system reliability study
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-6278005PR), 1977. 16I p.
Sacknan, G L
Future magnetic ranjing requirements for Trident and the




DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
TECHNICAL REPORTS ANr NOTES (cont'd)
Sackman, G L
Non-acoustic sensors
IN 0. B. Wilson, ed.: Range studies program:
Annual summary retor, aval Postgraduate
School, (NPS-7Wl7 081f, 1977. 13 p.
Sackman, G L
On-board measurement real-time analysis and display
system specification
Sponsored by Naval Underwater Systems Center. Naval
Postgraduate School, (NPS 62-79-007-PE), July, 1979.
50 p.
Sackman, G t
High resoluticn sonar concept formulation
Sponsored by Naval Coastal Systems Center. Naval
Postqraduate School, (NPS-62-79-O12PR), Oct., 1979.
17 p.
Sackman, G L; Davis, 9 0; Donaldson, P a
Introduction to acoustic signal processinq
Naval Postgraduate School, (NiS-62Sa77111), 1977.
163 p.
Sackman, G L
Annual summary report range studies program
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-7iW16081), 1976. 10
p.
Stentz, D A
A brief survey cf adaptive contrcl systems
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-62Sz77071). 11 p.
Stentz, D A
A brief survey cf adaptive contrcl systems
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-6278003), 1978. 30
p.
Stentz, D A
Annual summary report range studies prolram
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-7hl 6081), 1976. 18
p.
Tao T F; Pierret,





DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
TECHNICAL REPORTS ANr NOTES (cont'd)
Thaler, G J; Gerba, J A
Development of a real-time hybrid computer simulation of
the 3K-SES, 5DOF, data-based program. Part I:
Familiarization and planning
Sponsored by Naval Sea Systems Command (PHS-304).
Naval Postgraduate Schoo, (NPS 62-79- 008), July,
1979. 58 p.
Titus, H A
Advances in passive target tracking
Volumes I & I, Naval Postgraduate School, May, 1977.
Titus, H A; Homer, C D; Kirk DThe applications of extended Kalman filtering to the










Study of planetary and synoptic-scale waves of the
Northern summer monsoon
GARP Study Ccnf. on Numerical Modeling of the
Tropics, Exeter, UK, Apr., 1976.
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